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Music hooks Haffey 
Latin teacher Bill Haffey got hooked on music when he was in 

grade school playing the piano. Presently, Haffey plays in two bands, 
The Versatiles and the Missoula City Band. 

Haffey was in other bands too, previous to joining the Versatiles, 
including the Helena Symphony Band, and his own band, The Sattin 
Sounds. · 

Haffey was in the Sattin Sounds for three years, and decided to 
break the band up. After the Sattin Sounds broke up, Haffey was 
asked to join Dick and Mardell Lockwood's band, The Versatiles. 

They currently have three people in the band and are looking for a 
guitarist, because David Stang, who graduated from Hellgate in the 
class of 1976, resigned on August 7. The band is also looking for a 
drummer. Haffey played the saxaphone, the clarinet, and does some 
vocals for the Versatiles. Dick plays the bass, and Mardell plays the 
piano. 

The VersatilP.s play ballroom music, which includes a little bit of 
-everything, (from Country to Rock). They have around 200 song rep
ertoire. Everything from " Elvira" to " Five Feet Two." Along with 
that they also learn new songs that the customers ask them to learn. 

The Versatiles play quite a bit at the Elks club, and have been 
playing_ at private clubs and parties for the last two years. The band 
makes $350-$400 an evening depending on how long they play, aver
aging $55 a piece for each band member. Part of that money pays for 
expenses, such as instruments, vehicles and uniforms. 

Haffey said, " I find music really challenging. I never got to the 
level of competence as orchestra director Harold Herbig and John 
Combs. I don't play at their level, but I find it something to strive 
for. The people in the band have studied their audience, and played 
for them their dance music. We have a dedication to our customers 
and a dedication to what we do. " 

Latin by day, music by night is Bill Haffey's new schedule. He plays in two 
bands, the Versatiles and the Missoula City band . Haffey plays the saxophone, clarinet 
and does some vocals (for the Versatiles). 

record reviews/ terri hanson 

Who rocking, not touring 

The Who have been around since 1964 and even 
now in the '80's they have a large group of faithful 
followers . Just recently it has been announced 
that The Who are doing their last tour. They will 
still be making albums and hopefully still coming 
out with such future Who classics as "Athena," 
which is off their new album It's Hard. 

It's Hard is mostly made up of songs that are 
true rock and roll, which is sometimes hard to 
find with all the modem music that's coming out. 

"Athena," a high-energy song, is already being 
played and will soon be overplayed by radio sta
tions. It slows down and then picks up again re
peatedly with lead singer Roger Daltrey's spirited 
exclamation of "just a girL " What this song is de
scribing is basically summed up in one line : 
"Athena, I had no idea how much I'd need her." 

The rest of side one is lively rock-n-roll that 
get's better after hearing it a few times. 
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One of the oest and most interesting cuts on 
side one is the title song "It's Hard." The song 
states such ideas as "any kid can chatter- few 

can inform" and "any wimp can weep- few can 
cry." The song ends with the line "Deal ~e _an
other hand Lord, this one's very hard." This 1s a 

slower-moving song but it has a very strong mes
sage to it. 

Side two has a mixture of strong rockers and a 
couple of mellow songs. This side is somewhat 
weaker than side one but like most of side one it 
grows on you. 

It's Hard is not an excellent Who album but it is 
well-done. Peter Townshend has been called the 
father of punk because of his concert perform
ances, but his lyrics and music in this album don't 
resemble punk, they resemble good old rock-n
roll. 

Featuring: Robotron 
Dig Dug 
Tutankkum 
Ms. Pac Man 
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